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Lead Management: 
transforming Web 
Leads into Viable 
sales
By amy Chorew

As the Internet matures, so does the 
sophistication of the online consumer. With 60 
percent of brokers and agents incorporating IDX 
capabilities on their Web sites, customers can 
search easily and efficiently for properties. Today’s 
tech savvy REALTOR® needs to have a system 
in place to respond quickly and in a way the 
consumer expects.

According to the National Association of 
REALTORS’® 2006 Technology Survey, only 60 
percent of REALTORS® who received Internet 
leads in 2005 indicated that those leads 
became sales, a figure that rose to 81 percent 
the following year. Clearly, some correlation 
lies in the statistic that only 15 percent of 
the REALTORS® surveyed utilize a service or 
technology to qualify their Internet leads.

Successful lead management — changing 
leads into viable sales — depends on some type 
of system consisting of a process to qualify leads 
and some method, usually involving technology, 
to help keep it touch with those leads.

Choosing	Your	Strategy
Many agents think that all leads are somehow 
already deals. As a result, they overlook the 
fact that relationships still need to be built 
and become frustrated because the Internet 
consumer didn’t buy a house right away. Careful 
and systematic qualification is vital to analyzing 
incoming leads and then putting them into a 
process to convert them into potential customers. 
And that’s where the second part comes in: 
follow-up.

If you require only 

basic records, 

Microsoft Outlook 

software works well. 

If you need something 

more robust, consider 

a plug-in like Active 

Agent for Outlook or 

ACT! Premium For 

Real Estate.

In most cases, software can help you 
implement this step, and you can use an 
automated e-mail campaign to follow up 
inexpensively. Many Web sites today offer some 
type of e-mail marketing program, and there are 
great add-ons to Outlook as well. 

Marilyn Urso, CRB, CRS, 
GRI, PMN, of Long Island 
Village Realty Inc., in New 
York, recently implemented 
a new Web site that will give 
her better control of her 
company’s Internet leads. The 
site has a feature that allows 
Urso’s staff to sign in and 
see what properties the customer has viewed 
online. That way, when a customer contacts her 
office on a given property, her staff can see other 
properties the potential client was looking at and 
how long they were looking.

“Once the person requests information from 
us, they are assigned to one of our Internet 
agents,” Urso said. “We can then see how quickly 
the agent responds, and we have the ability to 
better manage who is doing Internet leads and 
who isn’t. There is also a drip e-mail system that 
will be sent from the broker to the customer with 
info/calls for interaction on a regular basis.”

Contact	Management	
A contact management system can also help with 
lead management. Today, contact management 
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Today’s consumer 

will e-mail up to 

five different sales 

associates. The first 

person who replies 

has the best chance 

of capturing them 

as a prospect.

Lead	Management	continued from page 1�

is a core function for effective sales, service and 
marketing. 

Your contact records can serve as the launch 
for direct mail or e-mail campaigns, they can be 
exported to other modules for managing the 
transaction, and they can supply the data for 
tracking your performance. For instance, you can 
use the data to identify how long it takes to make 
a sale from contact to close.

If you require only basic records, Microsoft 
Outlook software works well. If you need 
something more robust, consider a plug-in, such 
as Active Agent for Outlook or ACT! Premium For 
Real Estate. Also consider programs developed 
specifically for real estate, including: 
n	 FNIS’s AgentOffice 
n	 Top Producer® 
n	 360Agent

Joyce Vuiller of Napier ERA 
in Mechanicsville, VA, is a 
Top Producer® software user. 
After qualifying an Internet 
lead, Vuiller attaches an action 
plan to it. An action plan is a 
series of “to dos” that are sent 
automatically over time. 

Vuiller uses a mix of e-mail, 
print, calls and handwritten notes. With some 
clients, she has started sending text messages as 
well. “My younger clients enjoy this very much,” 
Vuiller said.

Vuiller also finds her prospects are on their 

computers during the evening. She sends them 
information at night through e-mail and often 
receives instant responses.

Just as important is the personal touch. “Even 
though I use the prewritten letters and e-mails in 
Top Producer®,” Vuiller said, “I add a few blurbs 
at the bottom about my personal service so they 
remember me. I don’t like to bombard them with 
too much information. They contact me when 
they are ready to move forward.”

Qualifying	Web	Leads
Qualifying leads is another important step in 
the leads management process. This can be 
accomplished many ways.

Some companies send all their Internet leads 
directly to their sales agents and require them 
to have some type of smart phone (Treo or 
Blackberry) so that these e-mails can be answered 
immediately. Today’s consumer will e-mail 
as many as five different sales associates. The 
first person who replies has the best chance of 
capturing the person as a prospect.

According to NAR’s 2006 Technology Survey, 
more than 50 percent of sales associates 
responded to Internet leads in less than two 
hours, and only 2 percent indicated that it took 
them more than one day to respond. REALTORS® 
are coming to understand the need to respond 
quickly to Internet leads to receive maximum 
benefit. 

With this system, the responsibility is on the 
sales agent to qualify the lead, also known as 
scrubbing. Once the lead is “scrubbed,” the sales 
agent can assess how to monitor it, whether to 
incubate it and how long to keep in touch before 
the lead buys or dies.

Lisa Atkinson, CRS, GRI, 
PMN, from Hometown Realty 
in Glen Allen, VA, comments, 
“You must respond promptly, 
or someone else will. When I 
come to the office, I spend 30 
minutes reviewing my e-mails. 
I respond immediately with 
a template e-mail that I have 
on my computer; it has text 
already written so all I have to do is personalize it 
and send it.

“Learning how to manage these leads is 
my number one priority for 2007,” Atkinson 
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continued. “If a consumer is anxiously looking, 
I set them up on a detailed search on what 
they are looking for. I ask permission first and, 
sometimes it takes a few months, but people 
seem to respond to this.”

The difficult part is creating a lead qualification 
process for potential clients the agent has never 
met. Consider converting the process you use 
now (with clients you meet face-to-face) into an 
e-mail experience. Many sales associates say that 
if they can just meet the client face-to-face they 
can win them over. What if you don’t have that 
opportunity for a long time?

It all boils down to your interview process. You 
can translate what you do in person to take place 
through e-mail. Do you have questions that you 
ask that help you define a buyer’s motivation? Try 
translating those into a series of e-mails that you 
can send to prospects. As with all leads, you will 
always have the unmotivated tire kickers. E-mail 
responses can help you figure that out as well.

Robyn Hardy, a technology 
consultant with NetAspects, 
said, “Not only do we need to 
qualify the lead, we need to 
make certain we are qualified 
to answer that lead. Drip 
e-mail campaigns work; our 
clients send us statistics to 
show us they do.” According 
to Hardy, scrubbing or qualifying the lead is key. 
It can be as easy as hiring someone part-time to 
do this from home.

Some companies have decided to institute a 
call center where all their leads, including e-mail 
leads, go through a central source.

Jodi Tussing, training and recruiting director 
for Century 21 Access America in Southington, 
CT, has a full-time call coordinator for her four-
office, 150-agent company. What is the return on 
investment? 

“We have the opportunity to find out the 
source of the call. We get the customer’s name, 
number and address, and we find out if they 
are already signed as a buyer with another 
agent,” Tussing said. “If they are not ready to 
purchase, we put them into a leads management 
program and incubate them based on the agent’s 

recommendation. Included in that mix is a call 
from a licensed call center rep who can ask 
probing questions.

“By incubating calls,” Tussing continued, “we 
cut down on advertising costs by not losing 
touch with a buyer we spent advertising dollars 
finding. By keeping them in touch with the office 
and the agent as a resource and a guide, they 
remember who we are when they are ready to 
purchase.

When asked what is the number one return 
on investment on a call coordinator, Tussing 
said, “We get 95 percent of the full contact 
information. We track sources, know where to 
advertise and give sellers good information. Our 
sales associates work the leads because they 
know we are not wasting their time.”

Whatever system you choose, the key is 
being able to give each lead a quality response. 
Permission-based marketing is always more 
effective. By asking permission, you have the 
opportunity to be the person sending quality real 
estate information into their in-box. 

Include information on the market and 
updated listing information on a regular basis. 
Make sure you are in compliance with the Can 
Spam Act of 2003. If a prospect asks to be 
removed from your e-mail distribution list, be 
gracious and accommodate the wish. If you have 
been invited into their e-mail in-box, they will be 
more apt to read your e-mail and remember you.

Be patient. According to NAR studies, the 
online buyer takes much longer to actually 
become a client, sometimes as long as two years. 
If you have pertinent information reaching their 
in-box, sit back, relax and don’t worry. When 
they are ready, all they have to do is click “Reply.”

Amy Chorew is a senior national 
instructor with Matthew Ferrara & 
Company. She conducts hundreds 
of seminars annually and shares 
her knowledge of technology and 
real estate with senior management 

and top agents to help them implement competitive 
technology practices for advanced real estate 
brokerage strategies. Matthew Ferrara & Company’s 
tech hotline provides daily technical support to 
more than �50,000 agents, brokers and association 
executives.
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